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ABSTRÄCT

The flexibility of maternal at.tit.udes and bidirectionality

of the parent-child relationship are discussed, it is suggest.ed

t.hat maternal attitudes are f1exib1e, and findings are described

indicating moLhers' attitude changTe in response to their

children's independent behaviour. It is postulated that change

in mothers' attitude toward independence in children depends on

t.he degree of dissonance between mothers' at.tiLude and her

child's behaviour, the intensity of mothers' initial attit.ude

Loward independence in children, and the consisLency of t.he

mothers' percept.ion of her child's independent behaviour. The

subjects are 29 mothers of children (aged 1- to 4 years)

attending the Child DevelopmenL Centre at the University of

Manit.oba for two consecutive years. This study reports mothers'

responses on the Parent.al Attit.ude Research InsLrument, the

FosLers Dependence Scale, and the Dimensions of Mastery

QuesLionnaire, the Independence Mastery Scale, on two consecuLive

years. Change in mothers' att.it.udes toward independence in

children is most likely to occur when dissonance exisLs between

mothers' attitude and her child's behaviour. Neither intensity

of moLhers' aLLiLudes, nor consistency of child behaviour, are

significantly related to maternal aLtitude change.
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INTRODUCTTON

From Behaviour to Cognition: History of Parent- Child

Research

Over the past decade, Lhe focus of parent.-child

research has shifted from overt behavior to cognitive

processes and information-processing (Sigel, 1985) .

During the 1960s and 1970s/ researchers tended to

ignore the importance of parents' cognitions, attiLudes

and vafues in t.heir relationships with children (Bacon

& Ashrmore, l-986; McGil-licuddy-Delisi, l-985) and to view

parenL-child interact.ion as a stimulus-response chain.

Therefore, much of the early lit.erature in t.his area

was behaviourally descriptive but. neglected the covert

aspecLs of the parent-child relati-onship.

During t.he 1980s, researchers began t.o investigate

the role of cognition in parent-child inLeracLion

(Bates & Bayles, 1-984; Goodnow, 19BB). These studies

demonstrated that individuals use t.he information they

acquire to interpret, define and evaluaLe what is going

on around them. For example, overL parental

encouragiemenL or oLher concrete behaviour is not

required t.o inform a child of parenLs' expectations
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(Sigel, 1-985). A history of attitudes and expectations

between parent and child can influence a child's

abilities indirectly (Hess & McDivitt, L9B6;

McGillicuddy-Delisi, 1985) . Parents' attitudes toward

and expectations of their children and their own

parental roles are often implicit., Lhat is, they are

rarely directly verbalized as expectations Lo children.

For example, a mother speaking t.o her four-year-old

daughLer is not 1ike1y to sâY, "Mary, I expect. you to

be independent. and make an attempt to solve your owrL

problems before you ask for he1p. " However she may ask

her to try again and then help her once she has tried.

Research suggests that parents' ideas, att.iLudes

and expectations are, in part, learned in Lheir

famílíes of origin (McGillicuddy-Delisi, L9B2) . These

cognitive slructures are inLernal representat.ions of

reality that. enable individuals Lo anticípate

situaLions and choose courses of act.ion.

Bowlby (1"969, !9'73, 1-980) borrowed the Lerm

"internal working mode1" (IWM: Craik, 1-943 ) to explain

Lhe dynamic represenLaLions t.hat develop in childhood

in reaction to the attachment relat.ionship with the

primary caregiivers. IWIr{s of oneself and Lhe attachment.
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f igure(s) assist in predicting and int.erpreting t.he

other's behaviour and one's ov/n response. In the

following secLion, the concept of IWM will be

elaborated and the development of cognitive model-s will

be described.

Internal Working Models and Their Development

fWMs are defined as mental representations that

include affect.ive and cognitive components and are

formed out of generalized event representat.ions

(Bretherton, 1985). These generalizations are based on

events perceived subj ect.ively and inf luence t.he

perception of future events. They are "abstract

averages" (Zeanah & Anders, L9B1 ) of many similar

events that provide rules for behaviour that al1ow for

affective appraisals of experience and rules for the

direction and organizaLion of attent.ion and memory.

IInllvis develop within the contexL of one's relat.ionshíp

with others, beginning with t.he parent-chil-d

relationship. They guide the perception and

interpretation of experiences in all primary

rel-ationships and provide some predictabiliLy and order

to social interaction. Learning through interactions
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wit.h others involves analysis, interpretation, reachingt

conclusions and developing expectations. While their

effects on behaviour are noL always readily accessibl-e

to consciousness, fulfil-1ed expectations and the

development of attit.udes and rules preserve order

within complex systems of interaction.

IWMs begin to develop at birth (Bretherton, 1-9BB;

Zeanah & Anders , L9B'7 ) and by the t.hird quarter of t.he

first year, children's developing expectations about

parents' accessibility and responsiveness become

organized int.o IVùMs of their world. By the end of the

first. year, children have some understanding of how to

influence their parenLs' behaviour and begin to

negotiate and compromise. As t.heir experience

conLinues, children form broader perceptíons of the

world. An individual-'s unique personal hist.ory, then,

Ieads Lo the development of an IWlvl that. gives rise to

subjective interpretation of object.ive informaLion,

ant.icipation of events, gteneration of predictions and

choice of acLion (Higgins, King & Mavin, L982).

IWMs have been studied extensively in Lerms of the

early parent-child relationship (BretherLon, l-9BB;

Crowell & Fel-dman, 1-9BB; George & Solomon, !989; Main,
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1-983; ZearLa]n & Anders, 19Bi) . Throughout this

literature, t.he idea pervades that parents unilaterally

affect children's cognitive models. The importance of

parenLs' influence on children's attitudes, feelings,

expecLations, behaviours and personality have been

strongly emphasized (Sroufe, Fox & Pancake, I9B3). It

has been suggested that., if parents consisLently behave

in a particular way toward their child, the child will

develop a corresponding IWM of self and of Lhe parents

(Schneider, t991-). For example, it has been suggested

that if a child experiences deprivat.ion or rejection by

a parent, the resulting flnl'S4s will be of the parent as

rejecting and of the sel-f as unlovable (Bowlby, L973).

A child whose parents are available and emoLionally

supportive will develop an IWII{ of self as competent and

worthy of 1ove. The child's sense of self, therefore,

has been seen as based primarily on the parents'

availability and responsiveness (Ainsworth, Blahar,

waters & wall , 1"978) .

Tradit.ionally, parent-child interaction research

has focused on this unidirectional effect. of parents on

children (Ambert , 1-992) . Parental behaviour has been

implicated as the primary factor determining children's
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behaviour (Osofsky, 1-9J1-) , adjustment (Peterson &

Rollins, ]-9B'7), well-being and development (Dunn &

Plomin, L990) - Moreover, it has often been assumed

that. children's IWMs remain stable into adulLhood,

unaffected by later experiences (Bretherton, I990;

Feeney & Noller, 1990). It has been suggested that

infanLs are refatively passive recipient.s of their

parents' fi^Ans (Zeanah & Anders, 1-981) . According Lo

some, the parent's responsiveness to the child is more

influential in setting the Lone of the relationship

than are the chil-d's characterist.ícs, such as

temperament (Bretherton, 19BB) .

There is some research evidence to support this

assumption. For example, it has been found that

moLhers' perceptions of their newborns are based more

on t.heir own characteristics than on those of their

infant.s (Broussard, L979 ) and that they respond to

t.heír infants according to their own affecL (Kaye,

1-980). Parents have been found to hold preconceived

expecLations or IWMs of their unborn infants (Zeanah,

Keener, StewarL & Anders, l-985) that are maintained for

six months postnatally (Zeanah, Keener t Anders, L9B6a,

1-986b) . Adolescent moLhers' ratings of their
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unborn babies' temperamenLs have been found to remain

relatively st.able for four months postnatally (Zeanaln,

Keener, Anders & Viera-Baker, L9B7) . When Zeanah et

al. (L987 ) found that. anxious molhers' infants were

difficult and unresponsive, they concluded thaL the

infants' unresponsive behaviour developed as a result

of the mothers' perceptions of the children. However,

this research neglects to consíder the influence of t.he

infants on their mothers.

Longitudinal work by Thomas and Chess (1911 ) and

Chess and Thomas (]-984) has demonstrated that

children's temperamenLal characteristics interact with

environment.al variables and influence the dynamics of

parent-child relationships. They found t.hat "goodness"

or "poorness of fit" beLween parenL and child was

determined by the consonance or dissonance of parenLs'

expectations or demands and the child's temperamenL.

Poorness of fiL is exemplified when demands for change

and adaptation are dissonant and discrepant from the

child's capacities, resulting in distorted development

and possible maladaptive functioning. Goodness of fiL

results when parents' expecLations and demands are in

accord with the child's capacities, characterist.ics and



style of behaving and promote optimal development

(Thomas & Chess, 1-977) .

ft appears, Lhen, that the parent-child

relat.ionship is influenced by the interaction between

parents' expectatíons and the child's individual

characteristics such as Lemperament. Studies

considering this interactional effect are explored

further.

Bi-Directionality of Effect.s in Parent-Child

Interact.ion

The work of Chess and Thomas spawned a body of

research on Lemperament and goodness of fit in the

parent-child relationship. It appears t.hat children,

as well as parenLs, have an infl-uence on the quality of

the parent.-child relalionship. For example, children's

temperament has been found to predicL maternal stress

(Hagekull & Bohlin, 1990) , to predict. the attachment

security of the child when maternal personality is

considered (Mangelsdorf, Gunner, Kestenbaum, Lang, et

e-L., 1-990) , and to affect. parental responses when the

child's behaviour is dissonant \^/ith parents' values and

expectations (Chess & Thomas, 1'9'77) . These studies
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have demonstrated the existence and importance of

reciprocity in Lhe parent-child relationship (Ashmore &

Brodzinsky, l-9BB; Bradbury & Fincham, L990,' George &

Solomon, 1-989) .

Further research has suggested that. it is the

overall degree of difficulty the infant presents for an

average mother that defines easy versus difficult.

temperament (Hubert. & Wachs, 1-985) . The presence of a

handicap in a child also appears to affect a moLher's

responsiveness. For example, Crowell and Feldman

(1-9BB) found that mothers of delayed children are less

support.ive and helpful with their children than are

moLhers of development.ally intact children.

Quality of attachment has often been considered a

result of parental responsiveness (Frankel & BaLes,

1-990; Schneider, 1-991-) . However, the child's

characteristics may acLually interact with the parent's

particular style of parenting to determine quality of

attachment. It has been argued that infants who appear

t.o be insecurely attached because they react strongly

to maternal separation and reunion may be

Lemperamentally prone to distress (Kagan, L9B2) . A

temperamentally calm baby may display less emotional-
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upset in t.he same situation. Findings of research on

physical and physiological changes in babies under

conditions of uncertainty suggest t.hat t.here is a

subgroup of "hyperarousable" infants (Kagan, Reznick &

Snidman, L98"7 ) who are very difficult to soothe. Such

hyperarousal can be highly aversive to parents and

their responsiveness and sensitivity may be reduced

(Kagan, Reznick, Clarke, Snidman & Garcia-Co]l, I9B4) .

'Difficult" or "hyperarousable" children tend to remain

resistant to their mothers' efforts to control them

t.hroughout the period of infancy (Lee & BaLes, l-985).

Mothers of resistant babies tend to develop pov/er

assertive discipline st.rategies (Lee & Bates, l-985) and

t.heir children tend t.o display insecure attachment

paLterns (Miyake, Chen & Campos, 1985; Waters, Vaugh &

Edgeland, 1980). Indeed, Lhe 'goodness of fit' between

infants' Lemperaments and those of their parenLs has

been found to be an important factor influencing their

interaction (Buss & Plomin, 1984) .

Bel1 and Chapman (l-986) demonstraLed reciprocity

in the development of parenting st.rategies. They have

found that parent and child set limits and regulate

each other Lhrough upper limit (reducing, redirecting)
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or lower limit (priming, stimulating) controls. If,

for example, the lower limit of a parent's tolerance is

reached by a child's l-ack of interest in the

environment, the parent may reacl by directing the

child's attention to stimuli t.hat. will increase

interesL in the environment. Tf, on the other hand,

the parent's upper level of Loferance is reached by the

child becoming too rambunctious, the parent will- react

in some way to calm the child down. As wel-l-, Lhe

child's upper or lower 1evel of tolerance may be

reached when the parent is Loo stimulating (e.9. too

much physical bouncing) or not st.imul-ating enough (e.9.

no eye contact or touching). The child may react by

crying for either more or less attention. An

interacLion, then, stimulaLes mutually influential

behavioural- and cognitive responses in both parent and

child (8e11, L979) .

The studies cited above have focused on the chil-d's

effect on t.he parent's behaviour. Ho\n/ever, studíes

have also demonstrat.ed t.hat the child's characteristics

influence t.he parent's cognitions. For example,

BugenLal, BIue and Cruzcosa (l-989) found that mothers'

reactions to children's behaviour v/ere based bot.h on
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theír caregiving schemas (fWMs) and on t.he "elicit.ing

characLeristics" (temperament) of t.he children. In

this study, each mother was asked to interact with a

child whose temperamenL was rated in terms of

"difficulLy". FoIl-owing the interaction, each mother

completed a questionnaire measuring the degree of

annoyance she experienced during the interaction as

well as her perception of the child's behaviour. It.

v/as found that. mothers with 1ow perceived conLrol over

caregiving failures reported significantly g'reater

annoyance (i.e., Lhey were less pleased) with

"difficult" children than with "easy" children.

Mothers responded in a coercive or abusive manner when

they perceived themselves as being at a power

disadvantage relative to the child - t.hat is, when they

perceived the chíId with a "difficufl" temperament as a

problem and themsel-ves as helpless victims. This

finding was consistent whet.her t.he subjects were the

children's mothers or strangers who did not have past

experience with t.he children.

It appears, then, Lhat some mothers' I\nIlvIs lead

them to perceive "difficul-t" children as a threat. Lo

their perceived controll-abil-ity of caregiving outcomes.
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It. also appears that mothers' IInIlvIs are inf luenced. by

children's behaviour. The flexibility and adaptability

of mothers' IinlMs becomes an imporLant issue because of

the role the IWM plays in mothers' perception and

reaction to t.heir children. In the following secLion,

t.he literature related t.o f lexibility of parents' fWMs

and the factors affecting them will be reviewed.

Ftexibility of Internal Working Models

In the term IWM, "working" refers Lo the model's

dynamic aspects of representation and 'modef implies

construction and development of complexity. IWMs are

considered dynamic because they help predict and

interpret one's partner's behaviour and one's owrÌ

response. Given this dynamism, IWMs should be fluid

and amenable to change when confronted with outdated,

faulty, or inconsistent information. A well-organized

fWM is coherent across hierarchical levels of cognition

enhancing clarity of thought and communication with

others.

IInIMs are global representations t.hat may or may

not "fit" vrith specific evenLs that occur. A proLotlpe

or standard is exemplified in the expect.ed degree of
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fit between a specific event and a g1oba1

representation. For example, if a parenL believes that.

children should be "seen and not heard" (global

representation), and experiences a particular child as

very verbal in social situations (specific event), the

lack of fit. between the g1oba1 representat.ion and t.he

specific event will cause cognit.ive dissonance

(Crocker, Fiske & Taylor, 1'984). It is suggested that.

the intensity of such díssonance will be determined by

the degree of 'goodness of fit.' between the two (Zusne,

i-986) . Zusne (1-986) suggest.s that the dissonance

creates a need for one to regain cognitive consonance

and leads to goal-seeking behavíour to remove the need,

alleviate the irritation, and regain a state of

physiological homeosLasis or cognit.ive consonance.

BreLherton (1985) suggests that. IWMs tend to

resist major change. Individual-s have a need to

maintain a particular organízation of information to

preserve their IWMs of their children, themselves and

their relationships. fn this way they can feel

comfortable with a familiar set of rules (Main, Kaplan

& Cassidy, 1985). Similarly, the theory of cognitive

dissonance suggests that schemata (global
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representations) are based on rules resistant to changie

and t.hat this resistance is logícally necessary in

order t.o maintain orgianization. This organLzat.ion

produces a comfort.able state referred to varíous1y as

equilibrium (Píaget, L9'70), cognitive consistency (i. e.

absence of cognitive dissonance) (Fest.inger, 1957) , or

homeostasis (Zusne, 1986). The common element within

each of these concepts is the familíarity, coherence

and predictability of cognitions resisting t.he

discomfort of the unknown.

Cognítive dissonance may occur when inconsistency

exist.s beLween a cognition and another more generally

encompassing cognition (e.g., when expectations are

disconfirmed) Accordíng to cognit.ive dissonance

Lheory, dissonance is an aversive state which motivates

one to identify a rule t.o which the anomaly may be

assimilat.ed in order to reduce it to a comfortable

state. While dissonance is caused by the violation of

an internal-ized rul-e, dissonance reduction is an

atLempt Lo just.ify the anomaly. This may be achieved

by various cognitive means. The \^/ays of alt.ering

dissonance involve changing the conLent or intensíty of

one's belief, or distorting the incoming information
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(Totman, L973). A parenL's IWMs may be challenged by

new information receíved as a result of developmental

and ot.her changes in the child. The resulting

dissonance may l-ead the parent to adopt the new

ínformaLion into the current IVrIM or to remain rigíd in

attitude and to distort or deny the new information.

There is some research support.ing the assumption

of continuity of parenLs' rI^IMs (Roberts, Block & Block,

1-981-) . However, while some st.udies have found that

parents do not alter their beliefs even when gíven

conclusive data negating them (Sige], l-985), just as

many have found that they do (Miller, l-9BB) . For

example, in a study examining parenLs' failed

predictions and subsequent expectations of their

childrens' school performance (grade 1-3 ) , Entwisle and

Hayduk (1-9Bl-) found varied reactions. Some parents

scaled down their e>q)ectations, some maintained them

and ignored the report card and some changed t.heir

views of the capabilities of the ot.her children in

comparison to their own. These results suggest that

parents vary in the f lexibility of Lheir TInlMs. Zeanah

and Anders (L987 ) suggest that in relationships that

are intense and ín which interactions are consistently
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different from learned expectations, significant

reorganizaLíon of parents' II¡üMs can occur. fn the

event that a change in the parent's IWMs does t.ake

place, it is líkeIy that a lack of fit. between current

inLerchanges and one's IWM has become so great (i.e.,

attitude-behaviour dissonance) that the IWM is no

longer hetpful. For example, if a parent who believes

that children should be "seen and not heard" has a

verbally expressive child, Lhe parent's attitude may

eventuafly change in order to accommodate this

díscrepant information if it is consistenL, predictable

and valued.

Exceptíons to one's IidM may be maintained in one's

awareness; if further evidence is received that ]ends

more credence to the except.ion than to the origJ-nal

atLitude, Lhe IWM may be modified. Bowlby himself

(I963) referred t.o "corrective partnerships, " which

states that the parent.-chil-d relationship ínvolves

reciprocal influence between behaviours, beliefs and

ideas. Depending on the parent's need to mainLain a

part.icular org:anization of information, the parent's

IInIM will be more or less rigid. If rigid, experiences

and feelings are not integraLed, thereby restricting
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input of information resulting in a less coherent rWM

(Main, Kaplan & Cassidy, 1985) and contributing to

difficulty in responding appropriately to incoming

information. Those with adaptable II¡i"rvIs tend to be most

free of rule-bound attitudes and most adaptable Lo new

situations (George t Solomon, 1-989; Main, Kaplan &

Cassidy, 1985) .

A mother's need Lo maintain a particular

organization of information, and hence the stability

(i.e., degree of change) of Lhe mother's attitude,

appears to be closely related to three factors: the

degree of dissonance between maternal at.t.itude and

child behaviour, t.he intensity of the moLher's initial

attitude, and Lhe consistency of the child's perceived

behaviour across time and /or situation.

Attitude-Behavíour Dissonance. The more divergent

the behaviour is from what the parent expects, Lhe more

likely the parent is to make a cognitive shift

(Crocker, Fiske & Taylor, 1,984) in order to maintain

coherence. In Piagetian Lerms, the degree of

divergence between the childs' behaviour and the

parent's a-t.t.it.ude will determine whether t.he discrepanL
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information is assimilated into Lhe current II¡IM or

accommodat.ed by a new fWM.

According to Goodnow (1-9BB), the ideas least

likely to change are those that idenLify a parenL's

definition of self as a parent, especially those linked

to proLotlrpes of a "good parent" or a "g'ood chi1d".

For this reason, parents have been termed

"developmenLal optimists" (Knight, 1-985) . Knight

(1-985) found a correlation between parenLs' degree of

satisfaction with their children's behaviour and their

rat.íngs of that behaviour's st.ability. If parent.s are

satisfied, they expect stability; if dissatisfied, they

expect change. Similarly, qualities seen by parents as

desirable (e.9., friendly, catches on quickly, talks

nicely) are regarded as likely to be stable.

Behaviours seen as undesirable (e.9., easily upseL,

rude, cries) are expected to chang'e (Goodnow & Col-lins,

1-990) . Goodnow & Collins (l-990) presumed Lhat.

unrealist.ic goals of parents may precipitate

disappointments and poor relationships.

ParenLs have attitudes toward and expectations of

children that will- be met to varying degrees by Lheir

own children" DissonanL informat.ion can be classified
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as similar to, moderately dissonanL wit.h or extremely

dissonant with currenL schemas. It has been suggested

that degree of dissonance is related to schematic (II¡lIvI)

change in a curvilinear fashion (Hastie & Kumar, I9'/9) .

fnformation t.hat is very similar to one's expectations

is assimilated into one's currenL IWM. Resolution of

moderate dissonance requires more thought. as the

information is assimilated into the IWM or as t.he IWM

is adjusted through accommodation. fn non-parenting

situations, information that is extremely dissonant is

typically rejected. However, in the case of a parent's

judgement. of a child, it is less like1y that extremely

dissonanl information will símp1y be rejected (Crocker,

Fiske & Taylor, t9B4) . Rather, processing will slow as

the parenl attempts to integrate the information int.o

his or her rWM. fnLegration becomes increasingly

difficult as Lhe magnitude of the dissonance increases.

Thus, the greaLer the dissonance, the more 1ike1y is

change in the attitude.

rntensitv. The l-ikelihood of change occurring in

a parent's att.it.ude over time appears to be related to

its initial- intensity - that is, its strength. The

more commitLed one is Lo a belief, Lhe l-ess likely one
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is to change it (Zimbardo, 1969). As Dix and Grusec

(1-985) demonstrated, mothers' attitudes toward the

importance of doing something abouL a child's behaviour

(i.e. intensity of at.titude) are correlated with the

level of affect they experience, especially negat.ive

affect. They h1¡gothesize that if parents contend that

children are increasingfy able to control their

behaviours as they develop, then children's misconduct.

wíll elicit increasingly negative parental affect as

the children become older. ft may be suggested, then,

t.hat. the intensity of maternal attitudes is related to

the degree of affect experienced. Further, iL has been

suggiested that. t.he intensity of an II^a{ (e.gl.,

attitudes, affect., etc.) is negatively related to its

adaptabilíty (George & Solomon , 1-989; Main et al. ,

1-985) . In other words, the more intense the at.Lit.ude

and/or affect, Lhe greater the probability of a mother

maintaining t.his attitude.

Strength or intensity of parents' beliefs has been

measured when st.udying t.heir socialization goals (Kagan

et â1. , l-986) . Kagan et al. (1-986) studied moLhers'

"depth of commítmenL" to a belief regarding

socialization using a selecLive recall procedure.
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Three childrearing themes were presented: t.he

consequences of too little or too much physical

affection, t.he desirability of dependence or

independence from the famíly, and the effects of too

much or too little rest.rict.iveness in the chi1d.

Mothers of firstborn 3 year olds listened to essays on

these themes and attempted to recall the i-deas

presented in them. Lower-SES mothers recalled a

significantly greater proportion of words from t.he

ant.i-affection and permissive argiuments than did middle

-SES mothers. IL was concluded that. moLhers'

"depth of commitmenL" (i.e.intensity) Lo t.heir stated

socialization goals was measurable and dist.inct..

Consistencv versus Ambiquitv of Perceived

Behaviour. It. has been suggested t.hat., when an

attitude-behaviour discrepancy exists, Lhe discrepant

information must also be unambiguous Lo produce

schematic changie (Crocker, Fiske & Taylor, 1984) .

embiguity exists when the behaviour of a child is

difficult Lo categorize, or when a behaviour or cl-ass

of behaviours occurs inconsistently across situations.

ambiguous discrepanL information can be more easily

assimilaLed than unambigruous discrepant information,
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because by its very nature it more readily lends itself

to distortion. It is expected that when discrepant.

information occurs consístently (i.e., is not

ambiguous), it is more likel-y t.o be int.egrat.ed into an

IWM than if it occurs inconsistently.

The Present Study

From the foregoing review, it can be concluded

that the degree of change in mothers' attitudes toward

their children's behaviour is influenced by the degree

of dissonance between mothers' global attitudes and

specific events, inlensity of the att.itudes, and the

consistency of perceived child behaviour. Although

these factors are t.hought. to cont.ribut.e t.o t.he degree

of change in mothers' attitudes, they have noL been

analyzed collect.ively Lo ascertain their relative

predictive values. That is, while each of the factors

alone appears t.o be related to attitude change, it is

not known whether they combine additively or

interactively in the predict.ion of the att.ítude change.

The present study, therefore, provides an examination

of the relative contributions of at.t.it.ude-behaviour

dissonance, intensity of mothers' atLiLudes, and
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consistency of children's behaviour to the degree of

change in mothers' attitudes. Specifically, the

contributions of these variables to change in mothers'

attitudes Loward chj-ldren's independence are assessed.

In the following secLion, the rationale for the

selection of independence will be provided.

Parents' Att.iLudes Toward Children' s Independence

Many parents value independence and autonomous

functioning in children (Alwin, 1-9BB). fn a study of

mothers' short- and long-Lerm parenting goals (Richman,

Miller & Solomon, 19BB), independence was one of the

mosL often-cited and most higihly valued goals for their

children.

The value that. parents place on independence

appears early. Parents of children as young' as 1-B

months (Harwood & Miller, L991) and 25 months

(Bret.herton et â1., i-989) of age view their chi]dren's

desire t.o be self-reliant as an important

characLeristic.

Independence appears to be valued in different

ways by differenL parents. Some value children's

int.eraction with peers, âs it indicates that the chil-d
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is not too dependenL on the mother; others value

children's self-care and assisLance in the home

(Osterwell & Nagano, 1991-) . Power and Shanks (l-989)

found that fathers value instrument.al- independence in

their children and perceive themselves as encouraging

i-t more than mothers.

However, parents also indicate a desire for

emotional dependence in their children; they attempt. Lo

provide an autonomy-fostering secure base and an

emotionally supportive safe-haven (Bretherton eL â1.,

l-989). Dependence as an emoLional at.t.achment is viewed

posit.ively, but when perceived as a l-ack of self-

reliance, it is víewed negat.ively (Sige1 , I9B5) .

This apparent contradiction in parents' beliefs

about Lhe value of independence may make it.

particularly difficult for parents to resolve

dissonance between t.heir attitudes and t.heir children's

behaviour. This toget.her with its primacy in parents'

value systems, makes independence a particularly useful

construct in a test of the cognitive model proposed in

the present study.

Purpose of Lhe Present Study
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The purpose of the present study was to

investigat.e the relative contributions of the degree of

at.titude-behaviour dissonance, intensity of mothers'

attitudes, and the consistency of children's behaviour

to change in mothers' at.titudes Loward children's

independence over time. Children's behaviour lvas

defined as moLhers' perceptions of their children's

actual independence. The specific questions addressed

in t.he present study were:

1-) When a maternal attitude and child behaviour are

discrepant, does the degree of díssonance,

intensity of attitude, and/or consisLency of

child behaviour predict the likelihood of change

in Lhe maLernal attitude?

2) Does the intensity of a molher's attitude

moderate the effect of dissonance on the

degree of change in t.he maternal attit.ude?

3 ) Does the consisLency of child behaviour moderate

Lhe effect of dissonance on Lhe degree of change

in the maLernal attitude?
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Hlzpotheses

L. ft was expect.ed that att.it.ude-behaviour dissonance,

intensity of maternal at.tit.ude, and consist.ency of

child behaviour would contribute individually to the

degree of change in maternal attitudes Loward

independence in children. It has been found that the

degree of cognitive dissonance experienced by an

individual is associated with the probability of his or

her making a cognit.ive shift (Crocker, Fiske & Taylor,

I9B4) . Therefore, it was expected that a positive

correlation woul-d be found between the magnitude of the

discrepancy beLween mother's attitude and child's

behaviour at Time L, and the amount of change from Time

L to Time 2 ín the mother's attitude toward child

independence.

The intensity of one's IWM has been found to be

negatively related to its adaptability (George &

Solomon, L9B9; Main et â1., 1985). Therefore, it was

expected that intensity of maternal attitude would be

related to change in the maLernal at.t.itude.

Specifically, it. was expected that a negative

correlaLion woul-d be found between intensity of

attitude and. degree of attitude change.
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It has been found that behaviour perceived to be

consistent (i.e., unambigiuous), is integrat.ed into

one's fWM more readily t.han behaviour that is perceived

to be inconsistent (Crocker, Fiske & Taylor, L9B4) .

Therefore, it. was expect.ed that. consistency of chil-d

behaviour would be relat.ed to maternal attitude change.

Specificall-y, a positive correlation was expected

between consistency of child behaviour and maternal

at t.itude changie .

2. It was predicted that. the relation between the

magnitude of attitude-behaviour dissonance and t.he

degree of att.itude change would be moderated by the

intensity of t.he mother's at.t.it.ude at. Time I.

Specifically, given an attitude-behaviour discrepancy

of a given size, Lhe likelihood of change in t.he

mother's attitude woul-d increase as its intensity

decreased.

3. It was predicted that the relation between the

magnitude of att.itude-behaviour dissonance and at.titude

chang:e would also be moderat.ed by t.he consistency of

Lhe child's behavíour. Specifically, given an

att.itude-behaviour discrepancy of a given size, the

likelihood of change in the mother's at.titude would
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increase as t.he consistency of t.he child behaviour

increased.
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METHOD

In early March of each year, parents of children

attending the University of Manitoba Chil-d Development

CenLre (CDC) are given a consent form, a letter

requesting their participation in research (see

Appendix A for an example) and a package of the

fol-lowing questionnaires: t.he Barnes Vulcano

Rationality test (Barnes & Vulcano, L982), the Eysenck

Personality Questionnaire (Eysenck & Eysenck, 1"975),

the Emotionality, Act.ivity, Sociability/Shyness

TemperamenL Survey for Children (EAS: Buss & Plomin,

L9B4), the Dimensions of Mastery Questionnaire (DMQ:

Morgan, Maslin & Harmon, L986) and a short form of the

Parental Attitude Research fnstrument (PARI:

Schluderman & Schluderman, 1911) . Quest.ionnaires are

completed at home and returned to the CDC. ParenLs who

complete the questionnaires for t.he first time

constituLe Wave 1. Parent.s who complete the

quesLionnaires a second time, âs t.heir chil-dren have

attended t.he CDC f or two or more consecutive years,

comprise Wave 2. Dat.a from compleLed questionnaires

that are returned to t.he CDC are coded and entered into
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the core data set. The present study involves a

secondary analysis of a portion of the core data set.

Subi ects

The 29 mothers of children who attended t.he (CDC)

for at least two consecutive years during t.he period

from 1986 to 1993, and who agreed to participate ín t.he

CenLre's annual collection of core dat.a comprise the

subject sample. At Wave L, the ages of the subjects

ranged from 25 years to 45 years, with a mean of 34

years. All subjecLs were married. Their educational-

levels varied from some higih school (l%) to college or

university (65%). The majority (83%) v/ere homemakers,

while the remainder were employed part-time (7%) or

fu1l time (10%). The ages of their children ranged

from one year to four years with a mean of two years

and two months. Of the children , L6 v/ere f ema]e and i-3

were male.

Measures

Mat.ernal Attitude Chanqe

Maternal attitude change is defined as

of change that. occurs in mothers' attitudes

independence in chil-dren. This \^/as measured

the degree

toward

by the
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difference between their scores on Lhe Fosters

Dependence scale of the PARI at Time 1 and Time 2.

Attitude-Behaviour Dissonance

The discrepancy between mot.hers' global attitudes

Loward children's independence and their percepLions of

their children's behaviour was quantified as the

dífference between their scores on the Independent

Mastery scafe of the DMQ and t.he FosLers Dependence

scal-e of the PARI at Wave 1. The greater the

difference beLween these scores, the greaLer the degree

of dissonance. The degree of dissonance could

potentially vary from '0' (i.e. no apparent dissonance)

to 'L5' (extremely dissonant.) .

Intensitv of Mat.ernal Attitudes

The intensity of moLhers' attitudes was measured

by their Wave 1 responses Lo the Fosters Dependence

scale of the PARI. The items are contained in Appendix

B. The original Parental Attitude Research InstrumenL

(PARI; Schaefer & 8e11, 1958) was devised to assess

parental child-rearing atLit.udes. The measure was

modified to minimize methodological problems (i.e.,

reduce response set bias), through reverse scoringr

procedures (PARI Q4; Schluderman & Schl-uderman, L977) .
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The PARf is composed of 23 subscales of 5 items

each. For each item, there are four response

alternatives: sLrongly agree, mildly agree, miIdly

disagree and strongly disagree. In order Lo reduce the

amount of time parents required to complete t.he core

data package, only 6 subscales from the PARI Q4 were

included from the revised version, namely Fosters

Dependence, Martyrdom, Strictness, Parental ConLrol,

Parental Un-involvemenL and Accelerator of Development.

To examine the validity and reliability of the

PARI Q4, Schluderman and Schluderman (1917 ) had four

hundred and twenty-five female college students aged 1-7

to 22 years (mean agie l-8.5 years) complete the Mother's

form of the PAR] Q4 twice over ín a one-week interval.

It was assumed that variations in the students' child

rearing experiences would not systematically affect.

response set or test-reLest. rel-iability. The test-

retest reliabilities of t.he subscales range from .52 t.o

- B1-. Test-retest. reliability has been estimated t.o be

.60 on the FosLers Dependence subscal-e (Schluderman &

Schluderman, L911) . Factor analysis revealed that the

factor structure of the reverse-scored scales was

maint.ained.
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The PARI Fosters Dependence scale appears to be a

valid measure of parents' at.t.it.udes toward independence

in children and is related to how they rear their

children. For example, Fü, Hinkle and Hanna (1-986)

found a relationship between parental child-rearing

attitudes toward dependency and the transmission of

these attitudes intergenerationally. Al-so, lack of

promotion of independence, âs indicated by parents'

responses to the PARI, lvas related to their children's

sociometric ratings by peers (Peery, ,fensen & Adams,

19Bs) .

The Fosters Dependence subscale measures parents'

attitudes toward fostering independence in children.

Ratíngs are summed to produce a tot.a1 score that can

range from 5 t.o 20. A higher score reflects a sLronger

valuation of children's independence and a l-ower score

reflects a stronger valuaLion of children's dependence.

Int.ensity of parents' atLitudes are indicated by

their total score. An intense attitude was defined as

a score between I7 and 20 (strong ag:reement. with

statements valuing independence) between 5 and B

(strong disagreement with sLaLements valuing

independence). An attitude was considered less int.ense
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with a score between L4 to L6 or between 9 and l-0. An

attitude was considered least intense given a score

between 1-1- and 13.

Perceived Consistencv of Child Behaviour

Mothers' Wave 1 responses t.o the fndependent

Mastery scale of the DMQ v/ere used to assess their

perceptions of their chil-dren's actual independence.

The DMQ assesses adul-t.s' perceptions of children's

behaviour during play in four general areas:

persistence (5 items), mastery pleasure (6 items),

competence (5 items) and independence during

challenging play (5 items). The DMQ consists of 4-

point Likert-t1rpe scales measuring parenLs' perceptions

of their children's mastery motívati-on (i . e. ,

persistence, pleasure, competence and independence)

during play. The scale gives 4 possible responses

ranging from 'not at all tlzpical' (1) to 'very tlzpical'

(4) .

The DMQ appears to provide a valid measure of

children's mastery motivation. There are predictable

rel-at.ionships between the scales and behaviour in

structured masLery tasks (Fung, L9B4; Morgan, Harmon,

Pipp, Mas1in & Brockman, 1,984; Morgan eL â1., 1986) .
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Yarrow and Messer (1-983) and Morgan and Harmon (L984) ,

for example, reviewed research finding lower

persisLence at tasks among neglected, abused, and

mentally ret.arded children. This research suggests

that persistence at one age provides a rel-at.ively good

indicat.ion of a child's competence at a later age.

Significant correlations were found for IL out of 25

(44%) predicted relationships beLween the DMQ and

behavioural measures; of these, the strongest

correlations were foound for the Independent Mastery

and Mastery Pleasure scales (Morgan, 1-985) . A study of

the internal consistency of the scales was conducted

with 155 mothers of one-to t.hree-year-old children;

standardized it.em alphas \^/ere found to be ."73 on the

Persistence sca1e, .J6 on the Mastery Pleasure sca1e,

.74 on the Competence scale and .79 on Lhe Independent

Mastery scale (Morgan, Maslin & Harmon, l-986) .

Mothers' perceptions of general persistence,

independence and compeLence \^rere moderately

intercorrelated, with an averag:e correlation of r=.40.

The consisLency of incoming information regarding

children's independence was measured using moLhers'

inlave L scores on Lhe Independent Mastery scale of the
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DMQ. The items are contained in Appendix C. Perceived

child behaviour \Mas defined as highly consistent if: 1)

all 5 responses are the same or 2) a combination of

either "noL at. all tygical" and "not tlpical" or "very

tlzpical " and " t1pica1" options were endorsed across t.he

5 items. Moderate consistency was indicated when: 1) a

combination of "typical" and "not t1rpical" responses

vüas endorsed across the 5 items or 2) a combination of

"t14gica1" and "not tlzpical" with l- or 2 "TtoL at all

tlrpical" or "very t1rpica1" responses was endorsed. Low

consistency was indicated by a combination of l-) "very

t1pica1" and "not at all typical" responses, 2) "noL

typical" and "very tlpical" responses, 3) "noL at all

t1rpica1" and " typical" responses, 4) 3 "not typical " , 1

"typical" and 1- "very tlrpical" responses, or 5) 2 "TroL

at all typical", 2 "very tlrpical" and l- "not tlpical"

or "typical" responses. Scores \Àrere assigned to each

of these combination of responses on a continuum of

consistency ranging from 1 to 12, with higher scores

indicating greater perceived consistency of t.he child's

masLery independence.
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Data Analvsis

CorrelaLion and regression analyses were conducted

in this study. First, Lhe intercorrelations among- the

independenL and dependent variables were computed. The

findings from these correlational analyses were

consj-dered in the interpretat.ion of the regression

analyses. The degree of support for each hypothesis

was examined as follows:

1) In order to evaluate the contributions of at.titude-

behaviour dissonance, attitude intensity and

consistency of behaviour, to maternal at.t.itude change,

Pearson' s product-moment correlations were computed.

2) An hierarchical- regression procedure was used to

examine the role of intensity in moderat.ing the

relatíon beLween at.t.itude-behaviour dissonance and

degree of change in maternal attitudes. Dissonance was

entered into the regression model- first, then intensity

vüas entered. Next, intensity by dissonance was entered

and tested for an interact.ion effect. It was expected

that the amounL of variance in att.itude change that

would be accounLed for by the magnitude of t.he

at.t.it.ude-behaviour discrepancy would be increased when

moderaLed by t.he int.ensit.y of the parent's att.it.ude.
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3 ) An hierarchical- regression procedure was used to

examine t.he role of consist.ency of child behaviour in

moderating the relation beLween attitude-behavíour

dissonance and maternal attitude change. Dissonance

was entered into the regression model first., followed

by consistency. Next, consistency by dissonance was

entered and tested for an interaction effect. ft was

expected that the amount of variance in attitude change

that wou1d be accounted for by the magnitude of the

att.itude-behaviour discrepancy would be increased when

moderated by the consistency of the child's behavíour.
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Results

The purpose of the present. sLudy was to determine

whether the degree to which change in maternal

attitudes toward independence in children could be

predicted from the degree of dissonance between

maternal attitude and chi1d independent behaviour, t.he

intensity of their ínitial attitude, and the

consistency of their child's independent. behaviour. It

was hlzpothesized that dissonance would be a predictor

of at.tit.ude change, since t.here may be no need for a

mother to change her att.itude if no discrepancy exists

between her aLtitude and her child's behaviour. It was

expected that intensity and consistency would also be

predictive of attÍtude change. Finally, it was

hlzpothesized t.hat both intensíty and consistency would

moderate t.he ef f ect. of dissonance on at.t.it.ude change.

These interactions were expected to conLribute further

to the prediction of attitude change.

Table 1 conLains the mean scores and sLandard

deviations for the dependent. and independent variables.

As the children of t.he subjects ranged in age from l- Lo

4 years, a preliminary examination of the relations

between age and the other variables under study was
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Table t

Descriptive Statistícs for the Dependent. and

fndependent Variables"

Variable Mean SD Median Range

Dependent

Attitude Changeb l-. 86 I.4B 2 6

Independent

Dissonance' 3.1-0 3.1,4 2 L3

Consistencyd 6.55 3 .49 6 t1,

Intensity' 13 .62 2 .7 4 14 12

'N=2 9

bpossible range of scores v/as 0 - 1-5.

"possible range of scores was 0 - l-5.

þossible range of scores was I - 12.

"possible range of scores was 5 - 20.
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undertaken. No significant relation was found at. p<.05

beLween child's age and attitude change, díssonance,

consistency nor intensity. There was rel-at.ive1y 1ittle

dissonance between mothers' attitude and child

behaviour (M=3.1-0 on a scale from 0 to 1-5) and a

moderale amount of variance in scores (SO=3.!4) . There

was low-to-moderate consistency in children's

independent behaviour (M=6. 55, SD-3 . 49), and the

intensity of mothers' initial attit.ude toward

independence was moderaLe (M=13.62,5D-2.74). There was

little attit.ude change over t.ime (M=1.86), with little

variance in scores (SD=]-.48) and a very restricted

rang'e (i.e., Lhe maximum possible score was 15, t.he

maximum score received was 6). Because absolute values

were used to index attitude change and dissonance, the

dist.ributíons of these variables were slightly skewed,

although not enouglh to require a transformation of t.he

data (L. Armstrong, personal communication, ,June 2 ,

L994, DeparLment of Statistics, University of

Manitoba) .

Preliminarv Analvses

The four variables examj-ned in t.his study were

measured using the same two subscales. Therefore, it
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\¡/as rrecessary to assess the intercorrelations among the

independent variables. Significant intercorrelations

may sugigest that. the variables are measuring similar

phenomena and therefore that their effects may noL be

separable in a regiression analysis. To determine how

strongly the independent variables were related to each

other, Pearson's product-moment, correlations were

computed and are shown in Table 2.

Nonsignificant correlations based on

level- of .05 were found between íntensity
an

of

alpha

maternal

attitude and attitude-behaviour dissonance, r (21) =-.07,

ns. and between inLensity and behaviour consistercy,

L(21) =- . l-6, nrs . A signif icant. positive correlation was

found between att.it.ude-behaviour dissonance and

behaviour cons j-sLency r (27 ) =. 5l-, p< . 01 .

Hwpothesis 1: Contributions of the fndependent

Variables to the Prediction of At.tit.ude Chanqe

The first hypothesis tested in t.his study was that
attitude-behaviour dissonance, intensity, and

consísLency would be related to maternal attitude
change. The hlzpothesis was tested by computing

Pearson's product-moment correlaLions between

dissonance and attit.ude changie, between intensity and
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Table 2

IntercorrelaLions Arnonq the Tndependent Variablesa

Intensity Consistency

Dissonance

fnLensity

Consistency

-.01 .51-*

-.1,6

'N=2 9

* p<.01.
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attitude change, and between consistency and attit.ude

change. It was expecLed t.hat. dissonance would be

positively relat.ed to att.it.ude change because,

according to the theory of cognitive dissonance

(Festinger, 1,951) , discrepancy creates discomfort

which, in turn, precipitates cognitive changie.

Dissonance v/as found to be significantly and positively

rel-ated t.o at.Litude changie, LQl ) = . 59, p< . 001- .

It. has been found that the stronger one's

attítude, the less likely one is to change it

(Zimbardo, L969) . Therefore, a negative relationship

was expected beLween intensity of at.titude and attitude

change. The expected relation was not found,

r(2'7)=--31,ns.

It has also been found that when observed

behaviour is inconsisLent across situations or time,

schematic change (i.e., attitude change) is less 1ikely

(Crocker, Fiske & Taylor, t9B4) . Thus, it was expect.ed

that the more consistent the mother perceived her

child's behaviour to be, the more likely her at.t.it.ude

woul-d be to change. As predict.ed, consistency v/as

significantly and posit.ively relat.ed t.o attitude

change, r (27)=.42,p< " 05.
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Hrrpothesis 2: Moderatínq Ef f ect of Att.itude Intensitv

ft was predicted that t.he relation between

dissonance and attitude change would be moderat.ed by

t.he intensity of the attit.ude at Time i-. It. has been

suggesLed t.hat t.he intensity of an IWM (i.e., at.tit.ude)

is negatively relat.ed to its adaptabilit.y (George &

Solomon, 1989); that is, the more int.ense an initial

att.it.ude the more stable or rigid it will be.

Therefore, it was expected that. if a mother's at.t.itude

was very discrepant. from her child's behaviour, Lhe

likelihood of change in her attitude would depend on

how íntensely she held her att.it.ude. To test t.his

h14got.hesis, an hierarchical regression equaLion was

computed. Dissonance was enLered first, then intensity

was enLered at sLep Lwo, and finally the díssonance by

j-ntensity interaction was entered at step three. The

results are shown in Table 3. The main effect of

dissonance \^/as signif icant (B'=.35,p<. 001) . Over and

above t.he effect of dissonance, intensity did not

signifícant.ly increase t.he prediction of attitude

change, g change=.08. There was no signj-ficant

interaction effect (r change=.01) .
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Table 3

Hierarchical Reqression Analysis Assessinq the

Independent. and fnteractive Effect.s of Dissonance and

Intensitv on Attitude Chanqe"

Att.itude Chanqe

Step and

Predict.or

Mult.iple r
R B" change

F for

r change

I. Dissonance (D)

2. Intensity (I)

3. D X I

.59

.65

-b/

.35*

.43

.44

.35

.08

.01

L4.54*

3.65

.45

"N=29

* p<.001-.
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Hv'pot.hesis 3: Moderatinq Ef f ect of Consistencv of Child

Behaviour

The third hlzpothesis was that. the relation between

attitude-behaviour dissonance and attitude chang,e would

be moderated by t.he consistency of child behaviour.

It has been found that if discrepant informat.ion occurs

consistently it is more likely t.o be integrated into

one's schema (Crocker, Fiske & Taylor, L9B4). To

evaluate the moderating effect of consistency on the

relation between attitude-behaviour dissonance and

attitude change, âfl hierarchical regression equation

was compuled. Dissonance v/as entered in step one,

consisLency was entered int.o the equation in step two,

and the interaction between dissonance and consistency

was entered into step three of the regression equat.ion.

The results are shown in Table 4. The mai-n ef fect. of

dissonance v¡as signif ícant (B'=.35,p<. 001) , Lhe ef f ect

of consistency was nonsignificant (r change=.02,ns) and

the ínLeraction effect was nonsignificant

(r change=. 06, ns ) .

Because dissonance and consistency were

significantly correlat.ed, the order of enLry was

reversed in order to further examine their relation.
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Table 4

Hierarchical Reqression Analysis Assessinq the

Independent and Interactive Effects of Dissonance and

Consistencv on Attitude Chanoe"

Attítude Chranoe

Step and

Predictor

MultipIe

R

T

change

F for

r change^2t(

I.
2.

3.

.59

.6r

.66

Dissonance (D)

Consistency (C)

DXC

.35*

.31

.43

.35

.02

.06

1_4 .54*

.83

2 .63

'N=2 9

* p<.001
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ConsisLency was entered first. When dissonance was

added, R squared increased from .17 (p<.05) Lo .37

(p<01), suggesting that. dissonance ís the primary

predictor of attitude change.
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DfSCUSSION

The first purpose of t.his study was to t.est the

hlzpothesis t.hat. attitude-behaviour dissonance, at.titude

intensity and behaviour consisLency are relaLed to

maternal attitude change. Previous research has shown

that information that is dissonant or inconsistent with

one's cognitions creates a need to restore cognitive

consistercy, which is achieved by changing- one's

at.t.it.ude to mat.ch t.he information (Crocker, Fiske &

Taylor, L984) . According to cognitive dissonance

theory, dissonance est.abl-ishes a situation in whích

cognitive change is enhanced in order t.o regain

cognit.ive consonance. Therefore, it was expected that

dissonance would be a strong predict.or of attitude

change. Research has also shown that. at.t.itude or

belief change ís linked t.o t.he initial intensity of the

at.t.it.ude; t.he more strongly the attitude is held, the

less likely it is to change (Main, Kaplan & Cassidy,

1-985). fL has also been found that. when new or

dissonant informat.ion is presented, it has more

influence on one's attitude if it is unambiguous (i.e.,

occurs consistentl-y) than íf it. is ambiguous (Crocker,

Fiske & Taylor, t9B4) . While the research literature
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indicates that dissonance, intensity and consistency

a1l relate to att.itude change, Lhe relat.ive

contributions of each of these factors and t.he way in

which Lhe factors ínteract with one another have not

previously been examined and were the focus of the

present st.udy.

In accordance with cognitive dissonance theory, it

was found that attitude-behaviour dissonance explained

a significant. amount of variance in attitude change.

This finding indicates t.hat mothers respond to their

children's behaviour by changing their IVrlMs more

readily than prevíous research suggests (Broussard,

L979; Hazan & Shaver, L987; Schneider, 1991,) . Mot.hers

whose children did not match t.heir IWMs of independence

tended to change their attit.udes over time. Therefore,

mothers' attitudes (fWMs) appear to be relatively

flexible and the dynamics of mother-chíld rel-ationships

appear to be bi-directional. This is not what some

previous researchers have found. For example,

Broussard (1"979) found mothers' perceptions of newborns

appeared Lo be based more on their own than the

infant.s o characteristics " Similarly, Zeandn, Keener &

Anders (1986) found t.hat parents' perceptions of their
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prenatal child's characteristics continued to be

confirmed at six months of age. This discrepancy in

findings may be attributed to the fact t.hat the parents

in these studies had not had an opportunity to observe

their infants' behaviour over an extensive period of

time. Maccoby and Martín (1-983), in commenting on an

unpublished study by Paton in which it was found that

behaviour change in hlperactive boys given medication

v/as perceived more readily by observers than by

mothers/ suggested that mothers require time t.o

reorganize their perceptions of their chíIdren's

behaviour. In the present study, iL may be assumed

that mothers had had time to adjust Lheir perceptions

of their children's changing independent behavj-our.

This may explain t.he discrepancy between t.he findings

of the present study and t.hose of earl-ier studies.

Other findings were noL entirely consistent with

t.heory and research concerning the effects of at.t.it.ude

intensity and consistency on attitude change. Previous

research has indicat.ed that t.he initial st.rength or

intensity of an attitude affects its adapt.ability

(George & Sol-omon , L9B9) ; Lhe more int,ense one's

initial at.t.it.ude, t.he less 1ike1y it is to changTe
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(Zeanah & Anders, 1-987; Zeanahr, Keener & Anders, 1-986) .

According to Crocker, Fiske and Taylor (1984) ,

dissonant behaviour that. is perceived to be consist.ent

(i.e., unambiguous) is more likely to be integrat.ed

into one's IWM. The present study showed dissonance

al-one t.o be the best predictor of attitude change.

Vrlhen individually added to dissonance, neither

intensíty nor consistency conLributed significantly to

the explanation of variance in attitude change.

Therefore, if for example, a mother believed that

children should be independent and she perceived her

own chil-d as dependent, it was expected that. she would

change her attitude toward independence in children

unless her at.titude was strongly held; that. is, iL was

expected that the int.ensity of the mat.ernal at.titude

would moderate Lhe relation between the dissonance and

t.he mother's attitude change. If , in a second example,

a mother's attitude toward independence was discrepant

from her child's consistently occurring dependent

behaviour, it was expect.ed that the maternal- at.titude

would 1ikely change. It was expected that the

consistency of t.he child's behaviour would moderaLe the

re]ation beLween the dissonance and the likelihood of
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change in the mother's att.it.ude. These findings,

however, were not confirmed.

rmplications of Findinqs

The present. findings suggest that mothers are

aware of and sensitive to their chil-dren's

developmental changes when the changes are dissonant

with mothers' initial attitudes. This cognitive

adaptability may play an important role in the

promotion of children's development as mothers accept

and adjust to unexpected behavioural styles. The

present findings support the prediction that parenLs'

beliefs can be shaped by their children's behaviour and

that, Lherefore, the relationship between parental

cognit.ion and children's behaviour is bidirectional in

naLure.

When dissonance exists between mat.ernal att.itude

and child behaviour, mothers' cognitions and children's

behaviour affect the líkelihood of mothers changing

their attitudes. The intensity of a mother's attitude,

however, does not appear to have an effect on whether

she will change her att.itude given a discrepancy from

her child's behaviour" Also, the likelihood of mothers

changing their attitudes toward their children's
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discrepant behavíour appears not t.o be based on how

consistently the discrepant behavíour occurs. fL

appears, therefore, t.hat a perceived discrepancy

experienced by mothers is enougrh to initiate change in

mothers' atLitudes toward independent behaviour. This

is further evidence that t.he adjustments mothers make

in their attitudes to their children's behaviour occur

in response to t.heir children's behaviour and do not

depend solely on their o\^/n cognitive characteristics.

Limit.ations of this Study

The present study had t.hree primary limitations.

First, the smal-l- sample size may have contributed to

the limited variance found in maternal atLitude change.

Int.ensity and consistency might have significantly

added t.o dissonance in the prediction of at.titude

chang'e had the sample sj-ze been larger as this would

have reduced the size of the error Lerm and made it

more 1ike1y that effects, íf âñy, of intensity and

consistency would be detect.ed. According to a power

analysis, ãL least 25 subjects were required in order

for t.he statistical analyses to have adequate power to

detect effects" This study lnad 29 subjects which is

adequat.e to detect. main effects. Ho\dever, interaction
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effecLs are Iikely to be detected only with a

rel-atively large sample síze (e.g., McClelland & ,Judd,

'1 00? \LJJJ I .

Second, some of t.he independent variables may not

have been adequately measured. Mot.hers' perception of

the consistency of her child's behaviour v/as measured

by means of a parent questionnaire. The scoring of

consístency was based on the degree to which mothers

responded consistent.ly to a series of quest.ions

concerning t.heir perceptions of their child's

dependence or independence. These questions may have

assessed the consistency of mothers' reports rather

than t.heir perceptions of the consistency of their

children's behaviour. A more direct measurement of

mothers' perception of the consistency of their

children's behaviour across siLuaLions and t.ime may

have yielded different. results.

The measurmenL of attitude intensity may also have

been inadequate. The PARf subscale may not have been

expansive enough to adequately measure inLensit.y of

at.t.itude given that it contained only five questions

assessing at.titudes toward children's independence. A

more reliable measure might be obt.ained by having
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mothers rate specific scenarios of children behaving in

prog'ressively dependent versus independent ways.

A third limitation was the use of the same

measures to assess al-l- four variables examined in the

study. It. would be preferabl-e if the measures of

dissonance, consistency and attitude change were

uncorrelated. This would clarify which variables are

responsible for which effects. For example, dissonance

and consistency, attit.ude chang'e and consistency, and

consistency and attitude change, v/ere each found to be

significantly correlated; when entered int.o a

regression equation, it became unclear whether they

v/ere measuring different or simílar phenomena. Were it

not for t.his problem, it may have been possible t.o

detect siqnificant effect.s of intensity and

consistency.

Directions for Fut.ure Research

The present study found that the more children's

behaviour is discrepant from mothers' attitudes, the

more likely mothers are to change their at.t.itudes. The

logical next step in research would be to determine the

direction of change in the at.titude. When a mothers,

att.itude is very intense and is discrepant from her
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tochild's behavíour, does her attítude changie in order

match her child's behaviour or does it become more

discrepant from the behaviour? Similarly, when a

child's behaviour occurs consistently, does the mother

change her attitude to match her child's behaviour or

to become more discrepant from it? A number of studies

higrhligrht the importance of addressing these questions.

Studies have shown Lhat parents' beliefs about

their child's cognitive leve1s (e.9., imagery,

conservation, interpersonal problem solving) and the

child's actual cognitive outcomes are related (Hunt &

Paraskevopoulos, 19B0 ; McGillicuddy-Delisi, 1-985;

Miller, 1986). HunL and Paraskevopoulos (l-980) found

that. children of mothers who under- or overestimated

t.heir child's behaviour, did not develop ín Lheir

performance as well as children of accurate mot.hers.

The greater the inaccuracy of mothers' judgement of the

child, the poorer the child's development. An

j-mportant question raised by these findings is whether

maternal- at.t.itude change is related to the outcome of

their children's independent performance. That. is,

when mot.hers change their at.titudes, are t.hey

accommodat.ing their chil-dren's development. and
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providing an optimal environment for compet.encies by

decreasing t.he dissonance or are they expecting

something different from their children and increasing

t.he dissonance? Perhaps some moLhers changre t.o match

their children's behaviour while some do not. The

direct.ion in which mothers change is undoubtedly

determined by a number of factors in both the mot.her

and the chil-d. Researchers might. examine the

interactive effects of maternal personality

characteristics and child tempermental characterist.ics

on the intensity, consistency and adaptability of

maternal attitudes.
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Appendix A

Let.ter of fntroduction
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THI UNIVERSITY OF MANITOB.,{ F,{CULTY OF HUMAN ECOL(X;Y
Deparrmenr of Family Studíes

\)?innipeg. Maníroba
Canada RìTlNz

(201t 171-922i

Dear Parents:

At the child Development centre one of our primary functionsis to conduct research ón child a"""i"p*ent. As part of ourongoing êfforts in this area we are currently working ondeveloping some guestionnaires which *" rouiå ii;;-là aaministerto parents of children attending the centre.
rn the guestionnaire that follows you wiII find questions onparent background characteristics, paränt attitu¿àsr-parenLpersonality and parent¡s perception-of the child" you willnotice that your name doeã not appear on the questionnaire.Please do not. put your name.on thä questionnair.. Each famiryis-receiviñ!-two questionnaires, otrË tã be completed by motherand the other by father, The questionnaires have been numberedin'such a way tñat *" *itt be a¡re to rink data from the samefamily" we will not" howevero be rinking any individual¡sresponses with that person0s name. rn ofher'*orã"0-yo,r=indivfdual responses to the questionnaire wirl be t"étconf idential at art times" Áttr¡ough we hope that yãïi wirrdecide. to compl"tg this questionnaír"o you are of course underno obligation to do so. rf you do ¿eåiåe to compråte thequestionnaire.please put the completed guestionnaire back in theenvelope provided, seal the 

"nrrelope rná return it at the timeyou come in for your parent-teachei interview, i¡ t;, have anyquestions or comments concerning the questionnaii". ói"u".contact Dr" Brockman at

participating in and contributing toward theof our Child Development Centre.

March 27 u 1986

Thank you for
research function

Yours truly,

Dr" Gordon
Head
Department

GEB/dah.

Attachment

Barnes

Family Studies

Dr" Lois M" Brockman
Di rector
ChiId Development Centre

El

of
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Appendix B
Parental ALtitude Research Instrument (PARI)

Fosters Dependence Scale

Read each of the statements below and then rate them as
follows:

strongly mildly mild1y strongly
agree agree disagree disagree

1. A good mot.her lets her child learn the hard way
about 1ife.

7. A child has to learn that he has to be
disappointed sometimes .

1-3. Children would be encouraged to undertake tough
jobs if they want to.

L9. Children have to face difficult situations on
their o\^/n.

25. Chíldren should be encouraged t.o undertake all
kinds of jobs no matter how hard.

d
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Appendix C
Dimensions of Mastery Questíonnaire (DitlQ¡

Independent Mastery Scale

RaLe how the child usually p1ays. Please answer all
guestions even if you are noL sure. CIRCLE the number
that best indicates how tvpical each sLaLement. is of
this child.

NOT AT
ALL VERY

TYPICAL TYPICAL

3. Seeks help right av/ay if has L 2 3 4
difficulty using a toy.

B. Likes to f igure things out 1- 2 3 4
without. help.

L2. Likes help when having a hard L 2 3 4
time figuring something out.

15. When a t.oy is challenging, L 2 3 4
seeks assist.ance.

L9. Prefers to do thíngs on own L 2 3 4
even when they are hard.


